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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920'

Phone registration system
incorporates more options
□ The new Star-90
system makes it easier
and more efficient for
students and administration to work on class
scheduling.
By SARAH BEDNARSKI
TheBG News
Several new additions greeted
students as they registered for
courses last week.
The University's Star-90 was
not only updated to incorporate
more options, but a new system
was created to house the application.
According to Becky McOmber,

Campus
registrar, the new hardware is
more reliable, provides 64 lines
and is more functional than the
old system. She said the old
hardware was outdated and
wasn't providing for the needs of
the students.
McOmber said the system is
more secure then before because
it requires students to choose
their own password. She said by
allowing students to choose their
own password, more options can
be made available because there
is less of a chance for someone
else to find out the student's
password.

Doing it for the kids

Students may have noticed
they had more time to schedule
classes, and McOmber said they
wanted to allow students more
time to learn how to work the
system and become familiar with
the menu options. She said when
students called, they may have
noticed no pound sign was
needed.
"We did away with the pound
sign because sometimes students
would forget to use it and the
system would hang up on them,"
McOmber said. "We have a message at the start of the system to
remind students."
Phyllis Short, system analyst,
Computer Services, said the Uni»See STAR-90, page six.

Cedar Point to be on campus
to recruit summer employees
□ The amusement park
is looking to fill 3,500
seasonal positions.
By PAULA MOTOLIK
The BC News
Are you still searching for a
summer job that pays well and
will provide experience at the
same time?
Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio,
will be on campus Monday, Feb.
9, interviewing for more then
3,500 summer positions.
"Generally, there is no experience required, just motivated,
ambitious people that enjoy
working with the public," Steve
Norton, a spokesman for Cedar
Point, said.
Jobs available include ride
operators, food hosts and hostesses, admissions employees,
merchandise clerks, marina
deckhands, lifeguards and hotel
clerks.

Student Life
Wages start at $5.25 per hour
for most positions. Employees
working in food services and
restroom, hotel and housing attendant positions will earn $5.50
per hour.
"Cedar Point recruits employees from over 70 different
colleges In a seven state area.
However, the largest number
comes from Bowling Green,"
Norton said.
Jacquelyn T. Smith, a Cedar
Point Ambassador to Bowling
Green said, "I have gained a lot
of experience from working at
Cedar Point. I have developed
better people skills, learned how
to work In an employment atmosphere, as well as how to work
closely with managers and I have
learned how to handle more responsibility."

As an Incentive, employees
who fulfill their "Employment
Agreement" will be eligible for a
two-tiered bonus program that
allows them to earn extra wages
for every hour worked.

&a#

Cedar Point will be open daily
beginning Sunday, May 10
through Labor Day, Sept. 7. It
will also reopen for bonus weekends, Sept. 12-13 and Sept. 19-20.
Then, the park will open for Hallo Weekends, Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays, Sept. 25-27, and
Oct. 2-4,9-11.
Don't miss out on the opportunity to work at Cedar Point this
summer. "It's a once in a lifetime
opportunity. If you don't try,
you'll feel left out in the end,"
Smith said.
For more information about
seasonal positions at Cedar Point,
stop by 101A of Olscamp Hall on
Monday from 11 am. to 6 p.m.
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junior Carrie Zimmer, financial chair (I) and freshman Sue Ottemess (r), financial committee member, weathered the cold to sell Dance Marathon memorabilia. The Dance Marathon will be held on
March 28 and 29 at the Recreation center.

Epilepsy patients find comfort in support groups, surgery
□ Education about
epilepsy can make the
neurological disorder
more bearable for its sufferers.

City

the horn blowing, or fearing a
flashing light.
For many people, these common daily occurences may cause
By PAULA MOTOLIK
them to have an epilepic seizure.
TheBG News
A pamphlet provided by the
Epilepsy Center of Northwest
Imagine sitting at a railroad Ohio defines epilepsy "as a neucrossing, dreading the sound of rological disorder of the central

nervous system that causes a called Petit Mai.
For Kristina King, her life
person to have seizures."
Epilepsy can be caused from a changed at the age of 12 when
head injury, an infection, fetal she had her first seizure. "I
trauma or development disorder, jumped up to get the door -- and
high fever and other non-specific hit my head against the kitchen
causes.
wall." From that moment on, her
There are three common types life was different than everyone
of epilepsy: Generalized Toni- else's.
Until Aug. 6, 1996, King would
Clonic Seizure known as Grand
Mai, Complex Partial Seizures have a seizure from the mere
also known as Temporal Lobe or sound of a train, flashing lights
Psychomotor and Generalized and especially changes of temAbsence Seizures which are also perature. "Summer and winter

are the worst,"King said.
However, her dream came true
when whe was able to have brain
surgery to correct her epilepsy
in August. "Prior to the surgery,
I had a chart on the refrigerator
that had a schedule of when the
trains would be coming through
town,"she said,"knowing that if I
wasn't prepared, I would have a
seizure."
Now 28 years old, King has
made it her goal to educate people on epilepsy and help peopie

who are still having seizures.
For the past four years, King
has been involved with the Wood
County Epilepsy Support Group.
Although she now leads the
group of five to 10 members, she
is involved with about 20 individuals overall, most of whom she
keeps -in touch with over the
phone.
This group allows people to
share their experiences with oth• See EPILEPSY, page five.

Reagan birthday celebration sparks memories, renaming
ren□ Bill may be passed to rer
ame Washington National
Airport in former president's
honor.
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- At a dinner party,
former President Reagan once snubbed
several Cabinet officers to chat with a
butcher from Baltimore for 45 minutes.
It was a typical story of the former
president who was warmly recalled by
former aides and colleagues Thursday,
a day before his 87th birthday.
They reminisced at the National
Press Club while Congress completed
work on renaming the capital's Washington National Airport in Reagan's
honor.

The House voted Thursday to join the
Senate in renaming the airport The
Ronald Reagan Washington National
Airport. President Clinton was expected
to sign the bill.
As the congressional deliberations
were going on, Reagan's friends and
colleagues shared funny and sad memories of the president, who's living out
his final years in a struggle against Alzheimer's disease.
Reagan's biographer, Edmund Morris, recalled a somber moment toward
the end of his presidency.
On a Friday night in October 1987,
Morris said, Reagan wrote In his diary
that Nancy Reagan's brother and his
wife "came up to dinner and things Immediately livened up as soon as they arrived." But the following day, Morris
said, Reagan wrote in his diary: "Oh, I
was mistaken. They didn't come down

until lunchtime today."
"He was so divorced from reality at
that time that he didn't even realize
these people had not shown up, which is
funny but is also scary," said Morris,
adding he was not intimating that Reagan had Alzheimer's at that time.
Morris said Reagan changed after the
attempt on his life in March 1981, two
months after he became president.
"He became much more devout and
evangelical ... His thoughts became
slower, his speech became slower, he
deliberated more, he hesitated more
when he spoke, he lost his quickness,
and for the rest of the presidency it was
a very, very slow and steady mental and
physical decline," said Morris.
At a preview of a PBS documentary
on Reagan, his one-time deputy chief of
staff Michael Deaver joked about Reagan's short attention span.

\

"Sometimes, he would ... become
preoccupied and be thinking about
other things and you had to take a two
by four and hit him over the head and
say, 'Listen to this. Be sure you pay
close attention to what this man is saying.'"
Just one hour after he was sworn in as
president, Reagan breached protocol by
returning the salute of his troops even
though a general had admonished: "Sir,
one doesn't return a salute unless one's
head is covered," recalled Deaver.
"He saluted everything that moved
from that day," added Deaver with a
laugh.
"Of all the people that were around
Reagan, myself included for 25 years,
he was the only one of us that didn't
change," said Deaver. "Whatever you
saw was what you saw.
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Question conventional history
"When you control a man's thinking, you do not have to worry about his
actions. You do not have to tell him not
to stand here or go yonder. He will find
his "proper place" and will stay in it.
You do not need to send him to the back
door. He will go without being told. In
fact, if there is no back door, he will cut
one for his special benefit. His education makes it necessary."
— Carter G. Woodson, father
of Black History Month
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When you think back to grade
school or even now, you've had to
take history. History was the
course where we'd memorize dates
we never lived, names we never
knew and events we never saw. We
also learned a thing or two about
bias and hegemony.
There is no doubt in my mind
that education is a form of brainwashing. Now, not all brainwashing is bad, but I feel I need to
explain. We are conditioned to
know what is important and what
is not so important in education (in
this case, history). For example,
let's look at Manifest Destiny. This
was the idea that it was God's
divine will that the United States of
America expand west of the
Mississippi, until it reached from
Atlantic to Pacific, in the words of
Malcolm X, "by any means necessary."
This was important in history.
This is relevant to the formation of
the present day United States. But
how is this information presented

Angry
Me?
D£it!UCKA,JOixIEj
••Throughout our
education in the subject of history, we get
brainwashed into
believing that this
country in which we
live can do no wrong.
It doesn't matter if
we have the right to
criticize. JJ
in the books? Manifest Destiny was
great! It was God's will! It's patriotic and American. What did it really
mean? Look out Mexican, look out
"Indian," we're coming for you.
We're going to take your land in the
name of God. Then we'll assimilate
those of you who we don't kill.
You'll have to be like us. But the

trick is, no matter how hard you try
to be like us, we'll never see you as
one of us. This is God's will.
Another example. Lef s go fight
mean old Hitler. Look what he's
doing to the Jews and the gays and
whatever Negroes may be there.
But before we go do that we'll lock
up the Japanese Americans, no matter where they were bom because
Japan is our enemy too. Thea lef s
send a colored regiment (they're
expendable) over to Germany. Of
course, they can't fight alongside
our good ole boys, but just the
same we'll show Hitler that he's got
to treat people better.
Even today, America makes history as the big brother, the mediator. We can take care of Vietnam,
Kuwait, Bosnia, but we can't help
ourselves. I'm compassionate about
the problems of the world. I care
about the little countries who are
bullied by the bigger ones. But let
me ask you this. Would you give
your money to the family around
the comer when your own kids
have nothing to eat?
How does this tie into history?
Simple. Throughout our education
in the subject of history, we get
brainwashed into believing that this
country in which we live can do no
wrong. It doesn't matter if we have
the right to criticize. How dare we
say anything bad about this free,
wonderful nation which our relatives fought and died for. The fact
of the matter is that some of the
most well-known and celebrated

Jake & Parvo The Talking Dingo

VOICES
Brandon Wray wants to know what thoughts go
through the minds ot people who attempt and/or
succeed in suicide. Having never attempted suicide, I
do not claim to be an expert. However, I can relate to
the thought processes that ruminate in the minds of
such individuals. To make my point, read Wray's
excellent editorial from Feb. 4. He delineates many of
the good things that make life worth living. Further,
he points out with each brand new day there is fresh
hope. Sadly, a suicidal individual cannot think this
way.
Let me suggest to you that unless you are so
downtrodden as to be near the point of attempting
suicide, it is nearly impossible to relate to how such
individuals think. Most people cannot possibly imagine a world in which getting out of bed every day is
the biggest challenge they may ever face.
This is not to say that whatever lies on the other
side of death may look appealing to the suicidal, but
at least they hope to be free of a life with pain in
their minds, hearts and souls.
To even suggest to a suicidal person that life will
be better years from now is pointless, since to him or
her, one hour from now seems an unbearable eternity
I wouldn't be so trite as to claim that "every day is
a tough day for the suicidal." For a depressed, anxious or otherwise troubled person, such days cannot
simply be blown off, as is the case with most people.
I don't believe that suicide is "giving up," as Wray
and many others seem to think. Giving up implies
that you have a choice to go on and deride not to do
so. Suicide happens when you are beaten; there is no
choice. If there were a choice, I believe the tragedy
would not happen.
Finally, consider that suicide is not a selfish act on
the part of the person attempting. Rather, is it not
selfish on the part of those who chastise such individuals for perhaps taking away forever some of
their own happiness?
"You're out of control and you want someone to tell you
when you wake up in the morning it will only be a dream"
— Oingo Boingo, "Out of Control"

El

Steven Varricchio
Graduate Student
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by Shane Herman
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Airport name unnecessary move
Happy 87th birthday. President
Reagan. Your gift is a tarnished
legacy.
This week, both the Senate and
the House voted to rename
Washington National Airport, the
gateway to the nation's capital,
after former President Ronald
Reagan. This may not directly concern our local area, but the actions
of Congress set forth a disturbing
precedent that could impact any
American community that leases
federal land.
Senator Paul Cordell of Georgia,
has called any objections to this
action "the essence of pettiness"
and accused opponents of playing
politics with a tribute to an ailing
leader. Grover Norquist, head of
the Ronald Reagan Legacy Project,
has observed in Machiavellian
tones that "anyone would look
mean-spirited and small to oppose
this." Indeed, it seems congressional Republicans have callously and
conveniently used Reagan's deteriorating health and Alzheimer's disease to push this agenda forward.
Instead of allowing democratic
debate on the subject, the bill's proponents label dissenters as insensitive and unpatriotic partisans.
Thankfully, debate has been
raised on this issue to challenge the
whims of those currently in power.
(Anyone remember the talk of
putting Reagan's face on Mt.
Rushmore?)
Why an airport? How does it
speak to Reagan's presidency? One
congressman explained that "there
is something very special about the

Guest
Columnist

'!>_ \VLNIO_H
freedom to travel, which Reagan
understood. And nothing symbolizes that more than this airport."
Even inside the Beltway, this rings
hollow.
Besides, Congress has seen fit to
honor President Reagan by naming
the newest government building in
Washington after him. The Ronald
Reagan Building and International
Trade Center is the second largest
building in the DC area, next to the
Pentagon, and the most expensive
government building ever constructed — $818 million and rising.
Congress voted unanimously to
name the building for the former
president; clearly, there are no partisan politics at play in honoring a
worthy leader. In addition, the next
Nimitz-class aircraft carrier is slated
to carry Reagan's name. The hospital at George Washington
University where Reagan was treated after an assassination attempt
was subsequently renamed for him.
He has been honored with an
Illinois bridge, a highway in Ohio, a
boulevard in New York, in addition

to numerous schools and a presidential library. Ronald Reagan's
legacy has been enshrined with
suitably grand and expensive
namesakes, more so than any other
living president in their day.
Removing George Washington's
name for a still controversial president would alienate a large percentage of the public for whom the capital city is seen as historically
belonging to all Americans, regardless of political affiliation. It would
also serve as a direct insult to air
traffic controllers across the country. Re?gan fired 11,000 controllers
in 1981 for exercising their right to
strike, and the repercussions of that
action are still felt today. Randy
Schwitz, vice-president for the
National Air Traffic Controllers
Association, sums it up: "I would
rather have a hot poker in my eye
than have an airport named after
him."
In attempts to reach a compromise, congressional Democrats
have proposed naming the Justice
Department building after Robert
Kennedy and removing J. Edgar
"Enemy of the Constitution"
Hoover's name from the FBI
Headquarters. Republicans killed
both motions.
Arguing to keep Hoover's name,
Orrin Hatch claimed. "There is a
raft of FBI agents that would be
very offended." If only the same
standards were considered in naming the Reagan airport.
These counterpoints having been
made, I believe that the most compelling argument against this pro-

posal is that doing so would
oppose the legacy of Ronald
Reagan. In passing this resolution.
Congress has usurped the power of
the airport's governing board. The
Alexandria City Council, the
Arlington County Board and the
board of trade for the District of
Columbia have all voted against the
name change. Would Ronald
Reagan approve of big government
handing down an unfunded mandate on local authority, when
Reagan himself signed the airport
over to local control in 1986? Would
Ronald Reagan enjoy seeing this
nation follow the model of the
Soviet Union, renaming cities and
buildings (St. Petersburg to
Leningrad and back again) at the
whims of the ruling party?
President Clinton has said that
he will sign the name change bill in
a deal with Republican leaders to
set a date for IRS reform. Clinton
may be willing to play politics with
the issue, but it is my hope that
those Americans who truly honor
Ronald Reagan would step back
from this course that goes against
everything for which he stood. Let
us avoid another FDR memorial
that reminds us more of politics
and controversy than the man it
honors. Surely, America has enough
national icons to go around.
Tim Winkle is a graduate student in
the popular culture department at
BGSU. Comments can be sent to twinkle@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Letters to the Editor policy
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Please include your address, major, academic class and phone number (phone numbers are for verification only and will not
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Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters brought in on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred. Bring the letter to
Room 210 West Hall, or e-mail us at hgnews tfbgnet.bgsu.edu. Be prepared to show valid Identification upon receipt of letter.
Anonymous letters will be printed If valid Identification is given and the editorial board deems anonymity Is In the proper
Interests of the writer.
Space limitations may prevent The New from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right to alit uiy and all
letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
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events in our history have to be
taught in a certain way so that
America isn't the bad guy.
How do we run a people off
their land? Say it was God's will.
How do we enslave a people and
still be able to sleep at night? Claim
that God made them inferior. How
do we avoid our own problems?
Try to solve someone else's and
claim it's in the name of democracy.
How do we give freedom and
stay comfortable? Control the mind
of the oppressed.
This month and any month that
celebrates the history of an underrepresented group is important
because the brainwashing process
has not made these histories mainstream. By celebrating these histories, we come to learn that America
was built by many hands of many
shades. We learn that this country
had a chance to really be the envy
of the world as a true land of equality. We question how it strayed so
far from its potential. We strive to
make things right. We can look at
history realistically, admit past mistakes and the fallibility of human
decision.
Derrick A. Jones is a weekly columnist for The News. Comments can be
sent to dajones®bgnet or 210 West
Hall.

Have an opinion?
E-mail us!
bgnews@bgnet
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When it's her time, she wants to
go. She doesn't want to be resuscitat ed.
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PEOPLE ON
THE STREET

Ethel Laxare
daughter of a 92-year-old bedridden mother who
has requested a DNR (do not resuscitate) order.

Igor gets
ambitious
Hello. I is Igor Namus.
I is a writer.
Despite what you thinks, not always have
been; I. Before, I was closer to Nobody. (That my
brother) One day Nobody says to me, "Igor,
you'se oughts to bees a ritter. You'ses englishes
ways bester than me's."
Nobody had a point.
Once I decide to become a writer, the question
came of me what to write. 1 mean, I never did it
before. It appears as an important question,
when one becomes a writer. So 1 ask Nobody, "I
don't know nothing about writing. What should
I do?"
Nobody said, "Why don't you write for the
BG News? They let any Igor Namus rit for
thems."
And so they did.
But stupid not I. Not knowing how to write, I
Sing to Tom Mather for help. Tom Mather is
art little columnist guy with bie head. Shorter
in person even. I say, "I have nothing to write
about. No points."
He says, That's okay, Igor You don't have to
have a point to write. You don't even have to
make much sense. Just write whatever you want,
and then when people ask you about it, blame it
on the editors." Tom Mather rambled much further on, about nothing in particular, slipping
occasionally in jokes he thinks was funny, but
made less sense and out of contexting.
Then he said some I'll never forget.
Hmmm ... what was it?
Oh, yeah. He says, "Just save your column on
a computer disk, and bring it in on time. Thai's
all there is to it."
I've been a writer for two days now and
nobody said nothing about no computers. That
was when I know I have my first column idea.
Computers.
Computers are bad. They are good portion of
t"chn*l*gy. (X-cuse my language.) People like to
mike big scary movies about future when computers take over the world. 1 have a secret.
THEY ALREADY HAVE!
(Please read quietly. Computers are listening!)
Didyano: (This is the portion of the column I
call Didyano. Don't worry. Might not keep it.
Just made it up.)
Didyano- that without Computers, there
would be no Sp""ch**k. (Once again, pardon
myself for my language. There no intentioning of
normally being so vulgar) Imagine The World
without Sp"*cn"*k. Imagine, nothing too say
there are two many different spellings to.
Nothing to suggest "No Suggestions' as replacement word forNosegestations. Com'on. "No
Suggestions?" That make no sense don't.
Didyano- There's something called the World
'.Vide Web. I thought it was an international
game of Spiders and Flies (that tag game from
third grade). Apparently, I was wrong. How dissapointing. Apparently, it's like an encyclopedia
for your computer. I don't know if I nice it. My
computer too smart allready, no need for it to be
teaming a whole encyclopedia.
Didyano— that there's an e-mail thing where
you can e-mail anyone who has e-mail? Kind of
like the post office on your computer. Though as
yet I haven't Bgurred out where to put the
stamps. Anyway, anyone who has e-mail can
send anything to anyone who has e-mail. It
sounds scary, out I'm sure they've some sort of
system set up to prevent people from passing the
same information on forward to other people
who won't care for it. It would be crazv to start
up a letter sending system where people can randomly forward anything to anybody without
them asking.
Didyano- That magnets don't help computers
think better? You'd think they would, what with
all those metal circuits inside the computers. But
they don't. Not even refrigerator magnets.
Didyano- that every computer of everyplace is
specially programmed to fall out of the sky and
crash every month. Although I can't be sure.
That I heard one from my older brother Branus
Namus, who isn't as smart as he thinks.
Didyano— That computer's are getting so
fancy, now they taking to put windows in most of
them? What's a computer need a window for?
All this so some guy who don't know nothing can
get rich quick. Irs )ust like that pet rock guy.
Well, that is all today there is time for. look
for more Igor Namus in future papers.
Remember, just because your brother's Nobody
doesn't mean you can't be Igor Namus. Thank
you for reading.
I is Igor Namus.
(Don t ya like how I tied the ending into the
beginning?)
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Today's
Question:
"What do you
think about
the new Star90 system?"

Monica Robinson
Freshman
Undecided
THE

BG
NEWS

"I want to be the
Star 90 girl but I
don't know anything about It."

"I'm an education
major. I don't have
to use It anymore."
Got an idaa tor a "PaopU
on UM Straet" question?
E-Mail ua at
neLbftW.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
"Upcoming Event*" i* ■ service to our reader* borrowed daily via the University web page. The caldendar of
event* on the weh page ha* a more complete hitting of event* and can be accewed through "www.bgBu.edu*.

Friday, 2/6/98

Developing Effective Meetings (8
a.m. - 10 a.m.)
Room 2. College Park. Discover how to
lay the ground work to make every meeting
successful from start to finish. Fee. For
Information/registration, call Continuing
Education. 419/372-818).
Women's Tennis at Eastern
Kentucky Tournament (8:30 a.m.)
Richmond, Ky.. This three-day invitational is the Falcons' final tournament
action before the MAC Championships
In April. Louisville. Tennessee Tech and
Missouri are scheduled to Join
BGSU and host EKU in the
three-day event.

February 25th game in Cleveland.
Transportation will be provided. Raffle
tickets are $1 each or 3 tickets for $2.

Erin Hobe
Junior
Deaf Education

Aaron O'Neill
Senior
Klnesiology

Stacy Ryan
Sophomore
Comm. Disorders

Senior Portraits (10 a.m. - 6 p.m.)
28 West Hall. Last chance! All seniors
graduating in May or August must attend
to be Included in the 1998 Key yearbook.
Call 372-8634 for more Information or to
schedule a sitting. The $6 sitting fee can
be charged through the bursar.

The lady talks way
too much, way too
long."

"The system needs
more help than
that."

"The lady talks too
slowly."

NAACP Fundraiser
(11 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Math Science building.
Pizza Hut coupon
fundraiser
(11 a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Sponsored by Circle K.

Desktop Skills for
University Personnel(PC)
(9 a.m. - Noon)
Specifically designed to
familiarize the community
with the functionality provided
through their networked comput
ITS. this class will focus on file
management, word processing
and spreadsheets. Part of the
Desktop Technology Project.
Free. For more Information,
call Continuing Education.
International & Summer
Programs, 419/372-8181.

OHIO Weather
Friday, Feb. 6
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures

Brown Bag Lunch
Book Discussion
(11:30 a.m.)
Faculty Lounge.
Student Union. A lively
discussion on the works of
African American authors. Free.
Public Skating (1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.)
Ice Arena. Cheapskate. For more
information, call 372-2264.
Ethics and Race (4 p.m. - 6 p.m.)
105 Olscamp Hall. Dialogue on Social
Problems sponsored by the Departments of
Ethnic Studies and Philosophy. Charles
Mills. Associate Professor. Department of
Philosophy. University of Illinois. Chicago.
Co-sponsored with the Africana Studies
Committee.

American Marketing
Association candy sale

(9 a.m. - 3 p.m.)

Business Administration
building.
By Example
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery, Fine Arts Center. A
retrospective exhibition of work
by internationally acclaimed
designer and BGSU graduate
Rick Vallcenti. Free.

W.VA.

Kappa Phi Banquet and Dance
(6 p.m. - Midnight)
Union Ballroom.
BGSU Hockey at Notre Dame
(7 p.m.)
Joyce Center (Notre Dame. Ind.). BG
meets UND to start a brief two-game road
swing. It's the Falcons last regular-season
meeting against the Irish.

The Body of a House
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Wlllard Wankelman Gallery, Fine Arts
Center. Eight oil canvasses by Robert
Beckmann are being shown In the exhibition. Free.

Water Volleyball (7 p.m.)
Cooper Pool. Spike, Splash, Save! Bring
a team or come alone to the Cooper Pool
for a wonderfully wet evening of non-competitive water volleyball. Sign up In the
SRC Main Office or contact Sheila Brown
at 419/372-2713 for more information.
Open to all recreational sports members.

Raffle Ticket sales for the Cavs vs.
Grizzlies game (10 a.m. - 3 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Win tickets to see Antonio
Daniels and the Vancouver Grizzlies in his
first professional game against the
Cleveland Cavaliers. Two grand prize winners will be given two tickets each to the

PAGE THREE is intended as an irreverent look at The University. We at The BG Newt consider it an
offbeat page where we try to offer something for everybody. Opinions expressed herein are solely those
of our staff. Have a nice day.
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§how your sweetheart how nxieh you care with
a Valentine's ©ay personals in the ©6 Mews'
We have a wide selection of artwork and styles for you to
choose from. Come to 204 West tlall to place your ad
or cal1
^^ y\f\\^fy
372-6977 for more information.
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Chilly, sunny
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IT'S BURSARABLE!
Valentine's Day
ads will be
published February 13
on a special page.
Dead,jne is
February 11.

Snow

Via Associated Precs GraphicsNet

Valentines Day Personals

^wT^

Paul Herrmann
Senior
Secondary Ed.

$15.00

Scott- 4ff
Happy
Valentine's Day
9 cant tell
you how
happy £7 am
that we found
each other.
Cove,
^a- Darla

H xoxoxoxoxoxoxo *•
with picture
(provided
by you)

■m.

Xjistie,
Jbu have the l^ey
'JftVj^ to my heart.
Love,
JB
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The BG News

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from will reports
■ CAMPUS

Prout resident taken to hospital after possible
food poisoning
A Prout Hall resident, Clayton Peoples, was sent to the Wood
County Hospital yesterday around 3:40 p.m., after complaining
Of stomach pains.
According to the BG fire rescue report, it may have been food
poisoning, but the incident is currently under Investigation. No
Other information has been released.
■ GREEK LIFE

Miami fraternity closed for not reporting fire
OXFORD, Ohio Beta Theta Phi fraternity, which was
founded and maintains its national headquarters here, has permanently closed Its Miami University chapter for not reporting a
fire.
The closing stems from a Jan. 25 fire at the fraternity house
during which members disconnected a fire alarm when It sound
ed

._
The
fire department responded and found the members
had
not looked to see if there was a fire, said Erv Johnson, spokesman for the national fraternity.
"If that fire had continued ... someone could have been killed,"
Johnson said Thursday. "Their conduct during this whole thing
and after has not been appropriate."
Beta Theta Phi has 142 chapters and 115,000 members.
It was founded in Oxford in 1839.
■ LIVESTOCK

Cattle
LINCOLN, Neb. In Nebraska, cattle outnumber people
by almost six to one, and there are more than 350 collisions between cows and motor vehicles every year.
A 1995 Nebraska Supreme Court ruling required cattle owners
to prove they are not negligent in cattle collisions with vehicles.
That is Just plain wrong, Sen. Roger Wehrbeln told a legislative
committee Wednesday.
Before the court's decision, lawsuits usually were not filed
when a motorist struck a cow that had wandered onto the road,
retired farmer Cy Miller told the Judiciary Committee.
"The farmer lost a critter and ... (the driver) lost a pickup,"
Miller said.
Now farmers are well-advised to keep up to $3 million in liability insurance, Kansas State University law professor Roger
McEowen testified.
The high court three years ago ruled that a Saline County farmer was liable for damages sustained by a truck driver who collided with a cow that had escaped from a pen.
In that case, the court found that the legal doctrine called "res
ipsa loquitur" is applicable in instances of motor vehicle collisions with escaped livestock.
The doctrine, which means "the thing speaks for itself,"
placed the burden of proof on the livestock owner to prove he or
she was not negligent in maintaining fences and taking other
reasonable steps to keep cattle confined.

Vampire cult leader pleads guilty
The Associated Press

TAVARES, Fla. - The leader of
a teen-age vampire cult - a
young man who believed murder
would "open the gates to hell" pleaded guilty Thursday to killing the parents of one of his disciples and could get the death
penalty.
Rod Ferrell, 17, interrupted
opening statements in his trial to
enter the plea.
"He accepts responsibility, and
he wants to live. He's a young
man and he wants to live," defense attorney William Lackay
said.
Ferrell admitted taking part in
the slaying of Richard Wendorf
and Naoma Queen, who were
beaten with a crowbar in 1996 in
their home in Eustis, 35 miles
from Orlando. Police found a "V"
surrounded by circular marks
burned into Wendorf s body as a
cult symbol.
After the slaying, Ferrell ran
away with the couple's daughter.
Heather Wendorf, now 17, and
three others in a car belonging to
the girl's parents. Police caught
up with them a few days later in
Louisiana.
According to investigators,
members of the cult took drugs,
engaged in group sex and drank
one another's blood. Ferrell told a
friend that he needed to kill people to open the "gates to hell,"
according to police.
Ferrell, who appeared disengaged during jury selection
and drew gargoyles and other
Gothic Images in crayon, could
get either the death penalty or

Alloc latrd PrcM Photo
Rob Ferrell, center, is the 17-year-old leader of a vampire cult who pleaded guilty to killing the parents
of one of his disciples. He is picutred with his lawyers.

life in prison without parole. The "Whether it carries weight with
penalty hearing will begin next the jury we'll find out."
Thursday.
Defense attorneys had indiProsecutor Brad King said the cated they would claim Ferrell
plea does not change his position suffered from a personality disabout seeking the death penalty.
order and was intoxicated at the
"It doesn't carry weight with time of the killings.
the state of Florida," King said.
Three others, Howard Scott

DNR orders extended in New Jersey by law
The Associated Press

TRENTON, N.J. - Bessie Ginsburg lived a
good life until recent years, when she became bedridden after two mini-strokes.
She's 92.
"When it's her time, she Just wants to go,"
said her daughter and caregiver, retired
nurse Ethel Lazare. "She doesn't want to be
resuscitated."
And she doesn't want her request denied if
her time comes in an ambulance or her home
instead of a hospital.
Ms. Ginsburg was among two dozen people
who filled out a form unveiled Wednesday
that forbids emergency personnel from us-

ing unwanted life-saving measures if their
breathing or heart stops.
New Jersey becomes the 36th state to extend "Do Not Resuscitate" orders beyond
the hospital, 22 years after the state Supreme Court's landmark ruling that allowed
Karen Ann Quinlan to be taken off life support.
The U.S. Supreme Court avoided the issue
until a 1990 ruling that said a terminally ill
person may refuse life-sustaining medical
treatment.
Doctors and a growing number of ambulance crews across the nation follow such
orders by the elderly and terminally ill. But
until now, Emergency Medical Services per-

sonnel in New Jersey were still trained to
"resuscitate first, ask questions later," said
Jeanne Kerwin, EMS director for the fivehospital Atlantic Health System.
"We receive a lot of phone calls and complaints from family and physicians ... about
unwanted resuscitation," said Ms. Kerwin, a
member of the society committee that developed the out-of-hospital policy.
The policy takes effect immediately. It
covers cardiopulmonary resuscitation, airway intubation and def ibrillation - electrically restarting the heart with paddle-like devices.

FALL 1998 LEASING AVAILABLE!

TOUR GUIDE FOR A DAY!!!!!

Newly Constructed for Fall 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C, &
Fireplaces
808 Frazee Ave.

Show your BG spirit and give a tour of our campus on
President's Day. February loth! Volunteers are needed
to give a one hour tour of the campus.
If you are
interested, come
to one of the two
training sessions
on Tuesday.
February lOth or
Wednesday, February
11th in 103 Olscamp
from 9-10 pm. Any
questions, call 372-9866.

352-0717
Hours:
<^.
224 E. Wooster
Monday - Friday
Bowling Green
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
OHIO
Saturday
43402
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
GREENBRIAR, INC
PIZZA • 3 CHEAT CRUSTS • SUPER SUBS ■ BUFFALO WINGS • BREADSTIX

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU
• LUNCH • DINNER • LA TE NIGHT-

353-MEGA

FOX RUN APARTMENTS
• 2 large bedrooms.
fully furnished or unfurnished
• 1 1/2 baths
• washer and dryer in each unit
• dishwasher and microwave
• walk-in closets, extra storage
• self-defrost refrigerators
• serf-cleaning range
• deadbolts for safety, patio doors

Anderson, 17, Dana L. Cooper, 20,
and Charity Keesee, 17, await
trial later this year in the murder.
Miss Wendorf told police she
did not know her parents were
dead when she left town. She was
cleared by a grand jury last year.

FAST FRIENDLV FREE DELIVERY • NOBODY HAS OUR PREMIUM QUALITY'S VARIETY

Clough

X Fox Run
McDonald's

FaFI U2T
E. Woosler

CAMPUS
(O

• gas heat • electric, central air •
• individually metered utilities •
• cable TV and phone in each room •
• fully insulated 6" walls '
• brick exterior and hallways •
• soundproofed • fireproofed •

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378

"Call-Well meet you there."
Free membership to Cherrywood Hearth Spa
(Indoor pool, wt*il\)OOl. Muna. lockor room, wnlght room, tanning)
No Parental Guarantee*

K

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU
- ORDER BY NUMBER OLarge Cheese Pizza
•Medium 1 -Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
MEGA DEAL
•Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
I • $899
O10 Wings, Breadstix & 1 Coke
Any IU Plm with
tip lo 0 Ittmc
•1 Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
(CMfwMMUJ
•Cheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke
•Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
•Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 990
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •
Handtossed, Thincrust, or Deep Oish(D«p r>sn E.I™I
ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Breadstix & Sauce 99c
B) New Cheesybread $1.99

1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Center

C) 2 Cans of Coke 99c
D) 5-Piece Wings S1.99

GO FALCONS #1

THE ONLY
SUMMER JOB
WHERE YOU
CAN RISE
TO THE TOP
IN THREE
SECONDS.
Picture yourself on top of the world this
summer with a great job as one of Cedar
Point's 3,500 employees. With our Bonus
Plan, you earn an extra $150 when you
work just 300 hours, and an additional $1
lor every hour after that Housing and
internships are available tor qualified
applicants Employees also enioy a fun
activities program. If you can, visit our
website, fill out an application and bring it
to the interview session. And you could
rise to the top this summer!

www.cedarpoint.com

oa»'» i' cm
Interview* will be held at:

Bowling Green State University, OlrJscamp Hall, Room 101A
Monday, February 9 • 11:00 am - 6:00 pm
No appointment oecessa'y fo- more information, call' 800-668 J08'
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Students, faculty ponder
Oprah trial, veggie libel laws
□ The Oprah trial has
caught national media
attention and sparked a
debate on campus.
By CLIFF SWEINHAGEN
The BG News
While Texas cattlemen are still
on the offensive during the defamation trial of Oprah Winfrey,
there is a question of what kind
of effect the lawsuit is having on
the media.

Campus
This court case brings about
some important questions. Will
there be a snowball-effect which
leads to a string of new lawsuits
related to food libel laws? Is
Oprah Winfrey merely an entertainer, or could she be considered a journalist as well? If
Winfrey was believed to be a
journalist, could this effect how
journalists state their opinions?
Jim Foust, a professor of
broadcast journalism and journalistic law and ethics, had no
strong feeling on the outcome of
Winfrey's court case, but believed it to be of great importance to all journalists.
"The case is based on comments that journalists should not
make. That is why I do not think
of Oprah as a journalist, but more
of an entertainer," Foust said.
"Most journalists do not work the
way she does. Yet, if she loses, it
will add credence to product libel
laws, of which journalists must
beware."
"They are in uncharted water.
The phenomenon of food libel
laws are relatively new," Foust
added. "Potentially, this area of
law is something journalists need
to be aware of, for it may have
some chilling effects." Foust also

Associated Prvit Pkoto

Oprah Winfrey arrives at the courthouse in Amarillo, Tx. Thursday.
She is in the third week of her trial in a lawsuit brought on by Texas
cattlemen.
said that Oprah's tremendous following tends to hang on to her
every word.
"So, in some manner, Winfrey's statement could have
caused a decline in the cattle
market," Foust said. However,
many people do not agree with
the accusations against Oprah,
while others have a different
opinion.
"She is Oprah Winfrey," Luke
Gilkerson, freshmen said. "Who

cares what she says. If someone
really wants to listen to a talk
show host, that Is their problem.
What is the big deal?"
The cattlemen filed a lawsuit
against Winfrey for $10.3 million.
Winfrey's alleged defamation of
the cattle industry is blamed for
a seven percent drop in the price
of beef in just eight days. The attorneys say Winfrey's popularity
and influence on her viewers led
to the drop in price.

Quit Tying yourself in Knots!

ummAis
Large & Small Houses
Still Available
211 E. Reed SL - 3 bedroom
311/316 E. Merry St. Apts
9 payment lease, fum.,A/C
300 block of E. Merry as low
as $420 a month
321 E. Merry St. B - 6 bedrooms
And also several other Apts.
Also Rooms
Listing avail. 24hrs
Office 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325
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R.E. MANAGEMENT still has apartments
available for Summer and Fall 1998.
Stop in and check out our listings!
Campus Manor
Rockledge Manor
615 Second Si.

701 Fourth Si.
640 Eighth St.
315 N. Main St.
825 Third St.
841 Eight St.

313 N. Main
733 Manville
755 Manville
777 Manville

113 Railroad St.

352-9302
(next to Kinko's)
Mon-Fri 8-5 Sat 10-2

/Mpr7 Miiettirf-

OH yowr krfi".)

25% off ALL Jewelry
50% off ALL Silk Flowers
t% off ALL 24kt Gold trimmed Glass Roses
I mow Through Valentine's Day at all 5 Sheds/

EPILEPSY
Continued from page one.
ers by talking with people who
can relate to what they are going
through. Also, there is the opportunity to work one-on-one In a
mentor capacity with individuals
who are not able to make it to
meetings.
King credits the support group
with helping her to get through,
and is now trying to start a group
for kids, to educate them and
provide an outlet for them to
share their experiences as well.
The Wood County Support
Group was started by Run it Welt,
L.P.C. and program coordinator
for the Epilepsy Center or
Northwest Ohio.
"I started the group, which is
now a self-support group. Since
there is not a professional at the
meetings, the group is selfsupporting," Welt said.
According to Welt, the Epilepsy Center provides psychosocial Information, and can refer
patients to neurologists. The
center also aids in educating
people, individually and through
groups, while providing counseling for children and parents.
A number of treatments are
availiable for people with epilepsy. However, the treatment varies depending on the person, the
type of seizure and the persons
age.
According to the Epilepsy
Foundation of America, epilepsy
can be treated through Ketogenic
diets, most commonly used for
children, surgery, biofeedback,
where the person trys to control

his or her brain waves, ACTH injections, also used for children,
vitamin therapy and different
types of experimental medicines.
King, who can now sit and
watch a train pass without having
a seizure, feels that "the surgery
gave me a chance at a whole new
life."
"You don't know how much you
miss until you don't have it,"Klng
said.

The Wood County Support
Group meets on the first Monday
of every month at the Wood
County Hospital in the Bachman
room. The Bachman room is located by the back entrance near
the emergency doors.
For information on the Epilepsy Center of Northwestern
Ohio, call 1-800-589-5958

FALL 1998 LEASING
Come sign up today!
Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
Units #49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998
A/C, New carpet, and fireplaces
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green
OHIO
43402

352-0717
GREENBRIAt, INC.

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. -5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

BG Invitational
men'/ and Women'/ Track

Engraving

Saturday
Event/ begin at 10:SO

• Plaques •
• Jewelry •
• Name Plates •

Students Admitted FREE With Valid BGSU ID

The Office of Residence Life and all
the Hall Directors across campus
would like to congratulate the
following Resident Advisors and
Junior Tutors for their recent
acedemic achievement:
Matt Hamlin
Michelle Riley (4.0)
Julie wolf
Jackie Banks
Michael Meuti (4.0)
Lindsey Toshlog
Danielle Barkley
Kim Ketler (4.0)
Derek Vargo
Ty Traxler
Cristy Baldwin
Amy Towner
Michelle Gerard
Erin leugers
Janelle Penn
Matt Elden
Betsy Slawinski
Mark Locher
Oz Koren (4.0)
Mary Zirkelbach
Carol Claibourne
Michelle Sceurman
Collins McGeorge
Tim Minneci
Kei/in Boyd
Stacy Keller
Katie wiece
Angela Meraz
Stephanie Bierdeman
Jeff Tangeman
Trent Leedy
Megan Bielecki
Paul Adlesperger
Susie Doni/ito
Matt Freier
Jaci Clark
Melissa Poponak
Valerie Lopez
Jamie Braun
Ryan Muhlenkamp
Staci Bishop
Shauna Dicker
Mark Yonker

S

jeannette Orai/ec
Jackie Bell (4.0)
Dan Runion
Nick Hagan
Stacey Connerty
Brenda Pulito
Mamie Pandora
Guenther Fanter
Emily Schroeder
Charolotte Wade
Kyle O'Dell (4.0)
Katie Woods
Kelly High
Scott Carr
Michael Robitaille
Stephanie Shininger
Kei/in Cady
Brad Foster
Tom Dauber
Emily Roach
Rhett Paulson
Ginger Sturgeon
Jennifer Hamilton
Lindsay Hardy (4.0)
Ryan Nowlin (4.0)
Amy Fifer
Jim Connell
lisa Breu/is
Lena Kramer
Chris Glasscock
Jennifer Thomas (4.0)
Beth Shinkle
Klmberly Rashin
Maribeth leschinsky
Deanna Skelton
Megan Hummel (4.0)
Heather Froncek
Michael Taurasi
Michael Plickert
Sara Gielow
Jen Smith
Ramsey Callau/ay
April Vasquez (4.0)

tj
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Kerrigan
refuses
apology

Where the sidewalk ends?

Friday, February 6th &
Saturday, February 7th
8:00 PM& 11:00 PM
Olscamp 111
$2.00

The Associated Press

-—ii ml

BGSU MEN'S TENNIS
VS.

DePAUL
SUNDAY MORNING
9:00 AM
at
Laurel Hi Us
in Toledo
students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

J
FLORIDA S
1
—^SPRINCBREAK

FROM $149 PER WEEK*

Aiiocl.lcdPrr«« Photo

Saturated ground gives way underneath a sidewalk Thursday in Daly City, Ca. More rain is forecasted
for the next five days.

STAR-90 International were the two com- smoothly for the first day."
panies which helped build and
versity has been working on the implement the new hardware and
Short said the last day of
new system for about six months. applications, Short said. She said course request, all lines were
She said the hardware is basic course registration was the first working and about 6,100 students
but the applications are specially time the system was tried.
registered Wednesday. She said
designed for telephone registrathe problem they are working on
tion.
"When it started Jan. 8, about right now is how to create an op50 lines were up and running," tion for students where they can
Lucent Technologies and AGT Short said. "It went very listen for all open sections in a

Continued from page one.

FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONG
2 OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS • I INDOOR HEATED POOL
HUCE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB '
LAZY RIVER RIDE • SUITES UP TO 10 PERSONS
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR • JET SKIS • PARASAILS
"HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONGEST KEG PARTY

"CALL FOR INFO: 1-800-874-8828
w\^vsandpipcTbeacon.com Crates per person)
17401 (RON! BtACH ROAD ■ PANAMA CITY SIAi I

r- -^J'-swClip N -qax/p» T_ _^- JP

Would she or wouldn't she?
After four years, would Tonya
Harding apologize? Would Nancy
Kerrigan forgive?
Would there be closure for the
whack on Kerrigan's knee that
was orchestrated by Harding's
ex-husband, looking to give his
sweetie the gold medal?
The two met again for the first
time since Lillehammer, thanks
to a two-hour Fox special that
aired Thursday night, and the
$100,000-plus the network paid
each skater to appear.
When Harding walked into the
Fox studio in New York where
James Brown conducted the joint
interview, Kerrigan, appearing
queasy, exchanged a cold hello.
Harding then asked for forgiveness.
"I would like to apologize again
for being in the wrong place at
the wrong time and with the
wrong people," Harding said.
"If I would have known, I
would have done anything I could
to stop it," she added. "I say that
from the bottom of my heart."
Kerrigan, who looked almost
uncomfortable by the apology
and Harding's earlier congratulations for Kerrigan's marriage
and child, was not willing to
grant Harding's request.
"From all of this, I hope she
could learn from that and better
her life and not hurt anyone
else," Kerrigan said to Brown.
The memories of '94 are forever implanted in our minds.
Kerrigan, her face contorted In
agony, grabbing her knee and
walling, "Why me? Why me?"
Harding, the chain-smoking,
bad girl climbing Into her pickup,
saying she "would kick butt" in
the Olympics.

specific course.
"In the past, students could
only hear open sections that
would fit Into their schedule, but
hopefully we can create an option
to let them hear all open sections," Short said. "There are
still refinements to the system,
but we won't know about them
until we push the limits."

Student Organizations Funding Information Session
Tuesday, February 10, 1998, 5:30 PM, Alumni Room. Student Union
Wednesday, February 11, 1998, 9.00 PM. Community Suite, Student Union
A representative from each student organization requesting general fee funds should attend

Howard's clubH

210 N Main
21 and over
5T"~ Mon - Sat. 2p.m. - 2:30 a.m.
Sun 5p.m.-2:30a.m.
"H

• the funding process has been revised

FEBRUARY^^t

MONDHV

THURSDHV

Loud &
Local

$1 Mini
Pitchers
$1 Shots

Loud &
Local

12
All Hale Me
&
Lethargic Id

Loud &
Local

19
$1 Mini
Pitchers
$1 Shots

Reasons to come:

FRI./SHT
Mark Mikel 6
and the
Sweet
Willy and
'the Solid Cats

13 & 14

Rzzo I
20i_
Crabgrasa/^ ■)

• funding request forms will be distributed
• the information will be useful as organizations
complete funding requests
• the pizza and pop are free!

Questions? Contact Amy 0'Ponnell at the Office of Student Life. 372-2843
iVJIgitfl;MJidsls»a>la»WiaM8l8MJHt»:^»]!

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Loud &
Local

Paper
Plate
) Release Parly

Wednesdays: $2 and S3 Pitcher Specials

NOW 21 + OVER
|» Pool • Video Garnet • Ping Pong • Pinball*

w*-j.=J«.Clip N Save-.^. —

i

STILL LOOKING
for an

APARTMENT?
ift&K HERE

26
Choke Sympathy
CD Release Party
with Lazy American
Workers and Brick

/

I.

bfozu Leasing
2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1998
2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
>>

Winthrop
Terrace
Apts
• 1 & 2 bedrooms
• 24 hr. maintenance
furnished and unfurnished • new appliances
3 great locations
• swimming pools
gas heat, gas cooking
• gas, water included
• campus shuttle
400 Napolean Rd.
Ph. 352-9135

Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5
Sat. 10-3

B——
I
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£ SPORTS

Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602

BG survives overtime scare from Huskies
□ The Falcon women
outlast Northern in DeKalb, 94-87.
By JASON McMAHON
TheBG News
DE KALB, 111. - The little point
guard that could just ran out of
track.
Northern Illinois point guard
Amanda Reese drilled a 3-pointer
with 5.2 seconds left in regulation to force overtime, but the
Bowling Green women's basketball team held on for a 94-87 victory over the Huskies.
The Falcons scored 13 of their
IS points In the extra session
from the free-throw line, as they
run their record to 16-4, bettering last year's win output.
"It's a 'W.' That's the important

thing right now," said BG senior
Women's
Sarah Puthoff. "It wasn't very
pretty from our standpoint, but
Basketball
we got the win on the road and
that's what matters."
Puthoff scored 25 points, leadNorthern Illinois ... .87
ing the Falcons and matching
Bowling Green
94
Reese's output.
Reese fueled a frenetic secondReese teamed with NIU forhalf NIU surge, scoring 17 of her ward Kelly Sue Miller to form an
career-high 25 points in the sec- inside -outside tandem that gave
ond stanza as the Huskies clawed BG fits throughout the entire
back from a 42-29 halftime defi- game.
cit.
Miller hit for 24 points, and she
The 5-7 senior was 11 of 16 and Reese led an NIU charge to
from the field and dished out six open the second half that saw the
assists, directing an NIU offense Huskies make 10 shots in a row
that shot a torrid 61 percent in from the field.
the second half and OT.
The two Huskie seniors sank
"I guess I finally stepped it up eight shots in that stretch, but
a bit," said Reese, her eyes red NIU (3-16, 2-10 Mid-American
from tears. "That's what I need Conference) could get no closer
to do, to start playing the way I than seven as BG (16-4, 11-1
can play."
MAC) did its best to answer.

"We couldn't quit just because
they were making their
shots,"Puthoff said. "We had to
keep plaing hard."
After struggling with NIU's
full-court press late in the second
half, BG was able to force the
Huskies into a fouling frenzie in
OT.
No foul was more important
than Miller's fifth, only four seconds into the period. Grappling
with BG's Charlotta Jones for a
loose ball, Miller drew the
whistle and Jones went to the
line.
BG's leading scorer canned
both shots and drained 12 of 18
from the line on the game. The 18
attempts helped Jones break the
school record for free throws attempted in a career.
Jacki Raterman scored 24
points for the Falcons, with

several coming early in the first "We couldn't afford for them to
half as BG and NIU fought tooth- get their momentum back."
and-nail for the first 15 minutes.
The Huskies held their last
lead at 22-20 with 6:17 remaining
CtEEN M (1*4,11-1)
in the opening period, before BG ■OYVLINC
Holt 0-1 M 0, Farmar 1-3 (M> 3, Btlcher
reinserted its entire starting 1-30-1 2, Hineline 0-3 0-0 0, Gifford 2-53-4
7, Andrew! 2-5 0-0 6, Jones 4-13 12-18 20,
lineup and revved things up.
Kahle 2-3 O0 5, Putoff 7-14 8-8 25. Wappes
The Falcons scored 12 points in 1-4 O0 2, Raterman 10-13 4-6 24, Smilh 04
the final three minutes of the half 00 0, DeFotse 0-2 00 0. TOTALS 3068
94.
to open up a 13-point advantage 27-37
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 17 (3-1t, 2-10)
that the Huskies couldn't recover
Dorsey 1-1 04 2. Reese 11-16 O0 25, Sanders 2-9 0-04. Holden 3-9 0-2 7, Herl 3-5 2-6
from until the end of regulation.
Haller 6-7 2-2 17, K.S. Millar 11-18 2-2 24.
After a pair of Puthoff free 8,
Evans 0-0 00 0, Adams 00 04 0. TOTALS
throws put BG up 79-76 with 18.2 37456-12 87.
Halftime - Bowling Green 42. Northern
seconds remaining, Reese Illinois
29. 3-point goals - NIU 7-12 (Reese
brought the ball up and pulled up 34, Sanders 0-1, Holden 1-2, Haller 3-3),
off of a screen on Puthoff to sink BG 7-9 (Puthoff 3-4. Kahle 1-1, Andrews
2-3, Farmer 1-1). Fouled out -- none. Rethe open trey.
bounds - BG 40 (Jones 13), NIU 36 (SanThe momentum was fleeting, ders, Holden 7). Assists - BG 21 (Wappes
though, as Miller's fifth foul gave 5), NIU 22 (Reese 6). Total fouls - BG IS.
NIU 26. Technical fouls - None. A - 1,108.
the advantage back to BG - a
team that had everything to lose.
"We had to win," Jones said.

Cowan, Falcons shut down NIU

□ BG held the Huskies'
T.J Lux to seven points
as the Falcons cruised
past Northern Illinois.
ByJIMTOCCO
The BC News

BG played strong for all 40
minutes Thursday night to register a convincing 78-59 victory
over Northern Illinois. The Falcons held their lead and never
trailed on their way to snapping a
three-game losing streak.
Kirk Cowan won the battle inside against the Mid-American
Conference's leading rebounder,
TJ. Lux, and BG's defense held
its opponent under 60 for the
second consecutive game - the
first time that's been done all
year.

Northern Illinois ... .59
Bowling Green
78

>*^; s~

V
BG: 9-11 overall, 6-6 MAC
BSU: 16-4 overall, 10-2 MAC
• Cardinals leading the MAC

n
Save U|)

Radio: WFOB

NOKTHBtN ILLINOIS 5«(«-11.S-7)

Anderson 7-15 2-2 16, Jones 3 5 4-4 10,
Lux 3-9 1-1 7, Parker 6-10 0-0 14, Duke* 1-1
2-2 4, Ries 0-0 0-0 0, Brown 15 2-2 4, Williams 1-3 0-0 2, Determan 1-7 00 2. TO
TALS 23-5511-11 59.
•OWLINC CBf EN 7* l»l 1, t-t)
Esterkamp 5-12 2-2 14, Creapo 2-3 3-4 8,
Cowan 5-9 4-5 IS, Moore 7-14 2-2 17, Raid
4-12 64 16, Keys 13 0-0 2, Chambers 1-1 2 2
4, Furiin 0-00-0 0, Black 1-1 00 2. TOTALS
26-55 19-21 78.
Halftime - Bowling Green 34, Northern
Illinois 38. 3 point goals - NIU 2 9 (Parker
2-3, Brown 0-3, Williams 0-1, Determan
0-2), BG 7-18 (Esterkamp 2-2, Crespo 1-2,
Cowan 1-1, Moore 1-2, Reid 2-6). Fouled out
-- none Rebounds - BG 32 (Cowan 14), NIU
(Lux 8). Assists -- BG 18 (Reid 6), NIU 9
iParaer, Dukes 3). Total fouls ■■ BG 16, NIU
19. Technical fouls - None A - 1,932.
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Northern coach Brian Hammel
conceded it was ball movement
that did the most damage.
"They did a good job moving
the basketball, driving, receiving
it, kicking it out to those open
jump shots," said Hammel.
Unlike the Marshall fiasco, BG
got balanced scoring from its
starting five. Moore, Javier Crespo, Dave Esterkamp and Kirk
Cowan all scored above their
season averages, while Tony
Reid contributed 16 points along
with six assists.
After the game, Dakich
seemed pleased with the play of
his big men, particularly Esterkamp, who played well Inside,
despite an Injured thumb. Bowling Green's defense in the first
half may have been the truest reflection of the difference between the two games. The Falcons scored 14 points off 13 Huskie turnovers, but allowed NIU to
shoot almost 60 percent (12-21)
from the field. In the second half,
BG clamped down and held
Northern to 32 percent (11-34)
shooting, including one-of-seven
from beyond the three point line.

"Over the course of that five
minutes, I thought we were very,
very good," said Dakich
Moore, who had been averagu
ing 13.7 a game in just over 32
minutes, totalled 17 for the game
in 34 minutes. During a 10-point
run with just under 2:30 to play,
BG News Phots by Jason Bowers
Moore chipped in 10, including a
"We told them we were going
BC's Kirk Cowan scored 15 points in the Falcons' 78-59 victory over jumper and two critical free
to have to move, work and be
Northern Illinois Thursday night. The Falcons got back in the win col- throws.
umn after dropping their last three games. BG returns to action against ■"The diffence was Marshall patient, and I thought for the
didn't have to miss shots," said most part we were," Dakich said.
league-leading Ball State on Saturday.
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...but at JClotz the remit of lore is pure joy!
JIapppy Valentines <£)ay
906 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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With just over five minutes left
against Northern Illinois last
night. Bowling Green coach Dan
Dakich developed a bad case of
deja vu.
Ahead by 11, Bowling Green
guard Tony Reid took an inbound
pass and got stripped. Against
Marshall two weeks ago, this
turn of events started a chain
reaction that set off a three-game
losing streak. Last night, the play
was the same, but the reaction
was the complete opposite.
Trying to make up a nine-point
deficit with 4:55 remaining, the
Huskies swiched to a full-court
press. Bowling Green, and in particular, DeMar Moore, took advantage.

Dakich. "This time, we didn't
turn it over, we held the ball."

Howard's Club H

SANDWICH

LIMIT FOUR.
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□ The Falcons avoid
repeating Marshall collapse of two weeks ago.
By TIMOTHY MINNECI
The BC News

|\

"It's been a long time since we
won," BG coach Dan Dakich
quipped after the game. "I'm not
sure how to react."
Lux had been averaging 19.8
points per game and 11.3 rebounds per game entering the
game, but Cowan completely
shut him down inside. Cowan
pulled down 14 rebounds to Lux's
eight.
"(This is) very, very satisfying," Cowan said. "Coming into
the game, all I heard about was rest of his career and never have
that he averaged 20 points, he that happen again," Dakich said
was the third leading rebounder "He's a very good player."
In the nation, so I kind of took it
Javier Crespo played 33
personally tonight, trying to keep minutes and either tied, broke or
him from scoring and rebound- came within one of his career
high in every stat. That included
ing."
Among the seven points (a eight points, which tied his best
season low) Lux did manage, he total ever.
scored none in the second half.
• See SHUT DOWN, page nine.
"Ill bet you he could go the
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Saturday • 7 p.m
Anderson Arena

BIG BOY-

BGputs losing streak,
ghosts of past to rest

\
^

Men's Basketball
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0 N. Main

Mon-Sat 2-2:30 am
Sun 5-2:30 am

352-9951

Friday
Mark Mikel and the
Pill Bugs
Saturday
Sweet Willy and Solid Cats
Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball

ROLLING iTOHt. Peltr III

'THIS SUMMER'S NUMBER ONE JOY RIDE!"

CLOSE TO CAMPUS WITH FREE GAS HEAT

NEWI9VEI
Rentals

Hr
328 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

• 222 S. College #1&
#2 - 1 bdrm unfurn
• 222 S. College - Efficiency
• 228 S. College #A - #J
- 1 bdrm unfurn & furn
• 228 S. College #K - #0 - 2
bdrm unfurn & furn

"IF YOU ONLY
SEE ONE
MOVIE THIS
SUMMER MAKE
SURE IT'S
'MEN IN BLACK!'"

I
/

"A WILDLY
ORIGINAL,
FIERCELY
FUNNY TREAT!'

4ff|P^T fa .^
MR.JONES

MR.SMITH

MEN IN BLACK
Will Be Shown All Month On Pay-PerVlew.

"Washer/dryer on premises

OOaBLECOMM
TOUR LOCAL CABLE TV CONNECTION

352-8424

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $55,000 limit
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

352-7541
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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BG hopes to jump start season
Q The Falcon icers are
look, ng to gai n weekend
Wins against Notre
Dame and Western
Michigan.
ByTODMcCLOSKEY
The BG News

meetings this year, winning each
by one goal. Although BG lost,
the Falcon icers know that they
played very well in both games,
which could have gone either
way.
Inside the BG locker room still
lies a saying written there earlier
this season, "Play as good as you
can."
The Falcons will use that phi
losophy this weekend as they try
to defend against two Irish notables, Ben Simon and Steve Noble.
Both ND players have wreaked
havoc on the Falcons in the previous two games. BG has spent
this week practicing to get the
Irish's top-line on the ice with
their own.

Maybe winning one game last
weekend was just what the Bowling Green hockey team needed to
jump start its season. Hoping to
get on a winning streak this
weekend, BG travels to Notre
Pame on Friday and Western
Michigan on Saturday.
: The Falcons (5-21-2, 3-15-2
CCHA) are hoping to win both
games to keep their playoff
"We've been working real hard
hopes alive and move out of the and this weekend's two games
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- are ones we should win," starting
cat ion cellar.
freshman goaltender Shawn
Timm said. "We've lost both
; Extending its one-game win- games to Notre Dame this year
ning streak isn't going to be easy by one goal and the last one at
for BG. Notre Dame (13-13-3, home here we should have won.
8-10-3) has squeaked by in both We were right with them."

From Romania to BG:
Barton shines on court

Western Michigan (5-22-2,
4-16-1), currently tenth-place in
the CCHA, is possibly the only
other team BG has sympathy for.
The Broncos have lost 18 straight
games entering this weekend's
play. But, BG coach Buddy
Powers knows that you can't
judge a book by its cover.
Western Michigan
"The biggest thing I noticed
Saturday • 7 p.m.
about Western is that they had
Lawson Arena
just lost 16 games in a row and
they played hard," Powers said
BG: 5-21-2 overall, 3-15-2 MAC
of the Broncos recent performND: 13-13-3 overall. 8-10-3 MAC
ances. "There's a concern for me WMU: 5-22-2 overall, 4-16-1 MAC
for our guys because pyschologiRadk>:WBVI
cally, we haven't done well and
they think this will be a cakewalk
Price has accumulated four
- and it's not going to be a cake- goals and 12 assists for 16 points
walk by any stretch of the imagi- in 16 games this year. His
nation."
offensive presence will draw defenders, opening up the ice for
In addition to the Falcons' high other Falcons to generate goals.
"It all depends on how much
hopes of victory comes the return of second-leading scorer playing time the coaches want to
junior right-winger Dan Price. give me," Price said of this
Price was reinstated by BG ath- weekend. "I'm looking to go into
letic director Dr. Ron Zwierlein, regular shifts and do what I can.
making him eligible for this I hope to make a good impact for
the team and do well on the ice."
weekend's games.

□ Romanian native
Radu Bartan leads the
BG men's tennis team.
By DAN SPEHLER
The BC News
Radu Bartan has seen a lot
in his twenty years. Called a
"sensitive" man by his coach
Jay Harris, Bartan grew up in
Romania, a country of nononsense determination and
constant political unrest.
Some would say such a man
wouldn't fit in. But there's no
doubt that Bartan, now residing in Parma, Ohio, has fit in
more than adequately with the
Bowling Green men's tennis
team.
"It is much easier in America," Bartan said. "Romania
was hard to live in. Sometimes, we did not have enough
money to eat, and I sometimes
did not have enough money to
buy tennis balls."
But since coming to America, a lot has changed for BG's
first singles player. The clay
courts have become cement,
the surroundings have become
more casual and free-spirited
and, of course, the competition
has gotten much tougher.
Some things haven't
changed at all, though. Bartan
Is still on top of his game,
largely due to the work ethic
and determined attitude the
6-2 junior acquired in his
native Romania.
"He is probably the most intense player day In and day
out on this team," Harris said.

Swimmers utilize Budde system
Q Bethany Budde represents one of the Falcon's best hopes for a
MAC swim title.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BG News
To say that Bethany Budde is
an integral part of the BG women's swim team is an understatement. She
is a force in the
water, a force
in the classroom and to
Just abou t
everyone on
the BG swim
team, she's
their Budde.
Budde, proBudde
nounced 'buddy', has made a major impact on
the Falcons In her first one-anda-half years on the team. At last
year's Mid-American Conference
meet, Budde scored the most

team points of any Falcon, male
or female.
According to Falcon coach
Randy Julian, great things were
expected out of Budde when she
arrived on campus.
"She was a major recruit for
us," Julian said. "She just works
her tall off. She has an excellent
work ethic." A sophomore computer science and English major
from Trenton, Mich., Budde is an
excellent student, maintaining a
3.9 grade point average. She is
also a member of the Honors
Student Association.
By nature, Budde is a very analytical person. A good quality to
have for a computer science
major, not so good for a collegiate athlete. Budde admits that
she has a tendency to overanalyze things.
"I tend to be critical of myself,
I'm a very mental swimmer,"
Budde said. "If I have a couple of
bad practices in a row, I start
thinking 'What's wrong?"'
"Sometimes I wish I could put
blinders on her and just let her
race," Julian said. "Sometimes

Women's
Swimming

Men's Swimming

Ball State

Ball State

Saturday • 1 p.m.
Cooper Pool

Saturday • 4 p.m.
Cooper Pool

BG: 3-7 overall, 1-3 MAC

Ball State: 7-4 overall, 3-1 MAC
• Cardinals go deep in water
she establishes in her mind how
she feels a bit too early."
Julian's coaching is something
that Budde fully appreciates. She
says that Julian's positive encouragement is an Invaluable
part of her training.
"I can honestly say that I love
Randy Julian as a coach." Budde
says. "He's the kind of coach that
will tell you his expectations ...
but If you don't meet those ex• See BUDDE, page nine.

BGSU ICE ARENA
SENIOR HOCKEY
LEAGUE
SPRING 1997
Open to all players 18 years of age and above.
Each team will play 9-10 games. Games will consist of three
20-minute running time periods. Playoffs will be conducted
following the regular season.
Play will begin in early March and will continue through April.
The cost is $95.00 per player. You can enter a complete team, or you can
enter as an individual and we will place you on a team.
BGSU students, including intramural and fraternity players, are welcome.
BGSU students and faculty can charge the $95.00 fee to your bursar account.
Applications can be picked up today at the Ice Arena.
Registration deadline is Feb. 20th
Please call 372-2764 or 372-2264 for additional information

MINI COURSES
DIRECTOR NEEDED!!!
The Mini Courses Committee provides students with
workshops in areas such as Mixology, CPR, and Yoga, in
order to educate them about subjects not offered in the
classroom. Applicants must have at least 1 semester college experience and a 2.25 grade point minimum.

BG: 2-10 overall, 1-4 MAC
Ball State: 4-4 overall, 1-3 MAC
• Cardinals vulnerable in water

□ High jumper Jodi Rafferty renews her rivalry
against Akron's Laura
Wozniak at the BG Invitational on Saturday.
By NICK LUCIANO
The BG News
Michael Johnson vs. Carl
Lewis, Magic Johnson vs. Larry
Bird, Larry Bird vs. Michael Jordan, Magic vs. Michael ... Jodi
Rafferty vs. Laura Wozniak?
Throughout history, there have
been many great one-on-one

i

i »

• See BARTAN, page nine.

rivalries. Unfortunately, none of
them have taken place in
Bowling Green.
Well, that's all
about to change
this weekend
when the Zips
of Akron invade the Field
House to compete against
the Falcons.
Rafferty
Ashland, Baldwin Wallace,
Ohio, Western Michigan and
Youngstown State will also travel
to BG in the first home meet for

the BG women's track team in
almost a month. But the most intriguing matchup of this competition exists between Akron's
Laura Wozniak and BG's Jodi
Rafferty.
"We've always been friendly
competitors," said Rafferty of
her chief competition in the high
jump.
The two met last week at the
Smith-Barney Invitational. Despite posting a personal record
jump of S feet-10 inches, Rafferty fell two inches short of the
• See RAFFERTY, page nine.
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Alternative ClothUg • Winter Wear
• Beoded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported
Clgan • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Unique CandieJ • Topestrles • Sticker!
• Posters • 200* Tee* • Patchwork
Pan* • Hatr Gutter (gold (V UrveO *
otnm • Body Purfflers (100%
guarantee) • He* Coloring

SATURDAY 2:00
at the
Central Fitness Club
in Toledo

|WE RENT VIDEOS • Largest Cotectton of
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children « Vtd.01 • Comedy
445 E. Wootter
(At th» railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

Bfc

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

Medical miracles
start with research

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260

John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
fOO»l HOllOMG
O»»0»lu«,t r
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"He's really a great role model
for this team."
So far this season, Bartan
has led by example, going 2-0
in dual meets against IllinoisChicago and Ohio State's best
players. Harris has grown
comfortable with Bartan at
' the top spot, and says he may
just stay there all year.
. "You never know what's going to happen," Harris said.
"He's definitely our No. 1
player. He's got the most
complete game of anybody,
and most likely he'll stay (No.
1)"
Being No. 1 is something
Bartan is comfortable with
too. One of the best junior
players in Romania, Bartan
led his team, Theoretical English Medium, to four consecutive Romanian national titles.
Bartan has also competed on
the professional satellite tour,
and has no plans of quitting
after he's done at BGSU.
"He certainly has dreams of
going on the pro tour someday," Harris said. "He's had
that experience, and by playing guys on a higher level, he's

BGSU MEN'S TENNIS

Questions??? Call 372-2343

«

Harris

Rafferty renews high jump rivalry

Applications Available on Monday,
February 2nd in 330 Student Union.
Interviews will be held on Tuesday, February 10th

Bartan

(across from Taco Bell)

A
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RAFFERTY
Continued from page eight.

mark put up by Wozniak and had
to settle for second.
Some might think that this
weekend's meet would be a lot
different simply because of the
fact that Rafferty is going to be
at home. Rafferty is quick to disagree.
"It really doesnt matter, I still
have to go out and do my best."
Doing her best is all that Rafferty has ever done. She was a
state champion in Ohio during
her high school years.
"She was one of the top recruits in Ohio,"said women's
track coach Steve Price. "She has
been a strong part of our team."
Rafferty has lived up to the ex-

Women's Track
Bowling Green

£,

Invitational
Saturday • 10:30am.
BG Field House

Opponents: Akron, Ashland,
Baldwin Wallace, OU, Weslem
Michigan, Youngstown State

pectatlons and has emerged as a
true team leader. She has helped
out the team Immensely with her
strong efforts and her perform-

ances rank among the top 15 in
Division I track standings.
This weekend will demand another outstanding performance
and Rafferty is up to the task.
With the All-Ohio Championships
next week, she isn't looking past
Saturday's meet, but instead focusing on Wozniak's appearance.
"(Competing anglnst her) helps
me to focus," Rafferty said. "It
helps a lot."
Rafferty and Wozniak have a
past; they were rivals in high
school. They know each other
pretty well and are not shy about
expressing their thoughts during
a meet.

other out before each jump," said
Rafferty.
With all of the jawing that will
likely be going on between these
two, in the end it will be the actions that will speak the loudest.

Said Rafferty, "I'm just going
to take it in stride."
She and the rest of the Falcon
women tracksters will be taking
their marks and hitting their
strides at the Field House this
weekend as they gear up for the
All-Ohio Championships next
weekend.
With next week's competition,
this home meet could mark the
first of two meets in a row where
"We usually are the last two to Rafferty and Wozniak renew
jump, so we try to psych each their "friendly" rivarly.

10% discount to all students &
faculty with a college ID.
(Good through the whole year.)

Q/nkndfy$
1027 N. Main
Sun. - Thurs. 7am until 11pm.
Fri. - Sat. 7am until 12am.

BGSU MEN'S TENNIS
VS.

SHUTDOWNContinued from page seven.

'This feels good," he said. "I'm
happy for myself, and I'm happy
for the whole team."
"I don't think it's as good as he
(Crespo) can play, but that was as
good as he's played to this point,"
Dakich said.
Both teams shot well from the
free-throw line, combining for

30-for-32 from the charity stripe.,
The Huskies were perfect in 11
attempts.
Dakich played all of his reserves in the first half, keeping
his starters fresh.
"I have been over the films and
over the films, (and asking why
do we fall apart) at the end of
games, and I tell you what - the
bottom line is we were getting

BUDDE
Continued from page eight.

pectatlons, it's not the end of the
world."
Like many swimmers, swimming has been a lifelong affair
for Budde. Her mother, Donna,
was a swimming instructor and
both of Budde's sisters are involved In swimming.
"I've been doing this since I
was four," Budde says. "I can't
imagine life without swimming. I
don't know what I'm going to do
when I'm done."
Budde has nothing but praise
for her fellow Falcons and says
that she loves the atmosphere at
BG.
"College swimming is just like
high school swimming but it's

more emotional. ... there's more
team spirt." Budde said. "We all
get each other pumped up for the
meets."
Budde, along with fellow sophomores Nancy Simpson and
Sarah Abell, is expected to be the
Falcons best hope for a conference title at this year's MAC
Championship. She says the Falcons are physically and mentally
ready to defend their home pool
against the MAC's best.
"I think that the atmosphere Is
going to be so good for us as the
hone team," Budde said. "We are
ready for MAC's"
Budde and the Falcons will
take on Ball State Saturday at
Cooper Pool. Meet time is scheduled for 1 p.m.

tired," Dakich said.
"I told the guys that 'if I don't
play you in the first half, don't
believe another thing I say.'"
DeMar Moore led the Falcons
with 17 points, while Tony Reid
scored 16. Cowan scored 15, and
Dave Esterkamp added IS.
"Bowling Green was running
on all cylinders," said NIU coach
Brian Hammel. "They played

been able to feel better about
himself."
There's always room for Improvement, even for the best
tennis players. Bartan is ranked
13th in the USTA men's amateur
singles, but even that doesn't
mean he's content with his game.
"Clay helped me to be a good
player," Bartan said. "The game
here is so much more spectacular, and I need to work on my
game close to the net." The twotime letterman also knows his

DAYTON
SUNDAY 2:00 PM
Qt

Shadow valley
in Toledo

>>cxx>o<xxxxxxx>oc<xxx><xxx>ooooc<
I PC CLUB
Feb 9#? 5:00pm.
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CAMPUS EVENTS

BARTAN
Continued from page eight.

good defense in the interior and
on the perimiter."
The Falcons are back at it on
Saturday when the host Ball
State. The powerful Cardinals
(16-4, 10-2 MAC), bring MAC
scoring leader Bonzi Wells (23.7
ppg) to the floor. Ball State lost in
Miami last night.
BG goes to 9-11 on the season,
and 6-6 in MAC play.

strengths, and feels he has a lot
to offer his Falcon teammates.
"I like to do really well so I can
inspire guys to work hard and be
as good as they can," Bartan said.
"I think that every one of us has
to give everything we have."
The Falcons will be in action
this weekend with three home
meets. Saturday, Indiana State
meets BG at the Central Fitness
in Toledo. The following morning, DePaul comes to Laurel Hill,
and later that afternoon, Dayton
will face BG at Shadow Valley in
Toledo.

Congratulations! to tlje
1998 $rji iflu
(sMicers!

ASK) maaling
Moo Feb 9.96
8 30 pm m Gal lav 1a
Pickup T-shirts!
Having Trouble with your mafor?
Visit «w Collage ol Tachnoiogy Open House
Thursday. Feb. 19rh. 3 8pm
Discover the excellent education, career.
and compensation our graduates receive inArchiiecture^nvironmemal desgn
Aviation studies
Construction Management
Electronica Technology
Manufacturing Technology
Mechanical Technology
Technology Education
Visual Communiations Technology

♦ •:• ♦

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

FALL 1998 Leasing
UNITS GOING FAST!

WesltnW Company
Ai! majors welcome'

NEED A VALENTINE'S DATE?
Enter the WFAL BLIND DATE CONTEST
Where lucky winners will be paired up
and sent on a night out ON USI
Enter at 120 West Hall.
www bgeu edu.etudenllira,organizations 'w
fal or simply steal an entry form (torn the flier a'
your table in the campus caletenal
FALCON B AOK> WFAL M0AM/TV20
THE MUSIC EVOLUTION

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available
•Ridge Manor Apartments
•Frazee Ave. Apartments
'East Merry Ave. Appartments (522 Full)
•Field Manor Apartments

PRSSA presents Peg FrynnMorrison on NONPROFIT PR Monday. Febuary 9pm Room 101
BA.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

Saturday' Saturday' Saturday
HeySigKaps'
Grab a date.
and don't be late.
Meet at the house at 5:30,
Be ready to get "down and dirty."
Saturday * Saturday * Saturday
SIC SIC UNMASKING
Come see fUi? lose their heads @ halttime
ol men's basketball game. Be there Saturday2/7r98fr7pni.

SERVICES OFFERED
J39 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort
Panama City's Spring Break Headquarters
Onry $39 per person, restrictions apply.
1 800-224-48S3

rnicon HOOPS THIS
smuRDnYon 88.I rm

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Come in today before
it is TOO LATE!
BGSU Women' s

Swimming

vs •
Ball State
Saturday- 4:00 pm
Cooper Pool

Bowling Green @ Ball State
♦airtime @ 12:40 p.m.

ON-THE-LINE (Call-in)
from 3:15 - 6:40

.p*-—-7

All-American BonziWells brings the

y^^^bk.

¥^fex

■f JffR^^<^"- ^"j v^rTifmi^^~~

Cardinal to Anderson Arena!

MEN

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9a.m. - 5p.m.
Saturday 9a.m. - 1p.m.

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

PuthotT & Jones look to keep NCAA Tourney hopes alive!
WOMEN

♦♦♦

V.P. olCD: Melissa Monnier
President: Mandy Kerber
Rush: Brittainney Rowlands
V.P. ol Cabinet: Kelly Heider
Social: Michele Hlebovy
Treasurer: Jody Benschoter
Panhel: Mandy Stephenson
Phi Director: Julie Versnick
House Manager: Mindy Anthony
Scholarship: Stacy Swartz
Ritual: Missy Brown
Secretary: Kelly LaHote
Public Relations: Aileen Glowacki
Historian: Elaine Downard
Philanthropy: Jessica Levy
Intramurals: Cathy Stange
Asst. Rush/C.O.B.: Sarah Bateson
Asst. Phi Ed.: Amy Weaver
Standards: Lindsey Livingston
Parent's/Moms: Meghan West
Asst. Scholarship: Lynn Walko
Asst. Social: Jennifer Quinter
Stats Day: Erin Goodsile
DGR: Kirsten Hare
Campus Activities/Spirit/BETA: Jackie Camay
Alumnae Relations/Jr. Panhel: Lisa Frantz
Community Service/Risk Ugt.: Jenny McCreighl

BA105
Guatt spaaktf:
Chris RKaUahar

SSS^^
^r-w'Sa^
-~ -** — #22S> wQsz^

Bowling Green vs. Ball State
@ 6:40
Your Sport/ Authority 68.1 Ml

1 3

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

W» art) oft to a gnat start! Good luck this aamaatar ladlas!

DON'T MISS THE DEADLINE!!!

j**ffcel free!
All yOU have tO CJO is mention this ad when you place your campus order for Feb. 14th
delivery by 5p.m. Feb. 10th and receive FREE Campus Only delivery! A $3.50 value!!!
Stop in, bring this ad & check out our great flowers and cool stuff - spend $25 or more on your
Cash & Carry item and receive a FREE mylar balloon! A $3.50 value!!! Sounds easy
enough!

Klotz has the freshest flowers in B.G., each one is handled with Cdre{ Our

design team has created tons of different arrangements to meet ODU budget! We have
lttErntiy hundreds of different varieties of fresh flowers, blooming plants, green
plants and more! Stop in and check US Ollt!
Klotz Floral, Gift & Garden Center
906 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419-353-8381
Mon-Fri8-5 Sat 8-4
Special Valentines Hours
Feb 12th 8-6, Feb 13th 8-7, Feb 14th 8-6
VISA, MC, Discover, AMEX

Mid Am Manor
Charlestown Apartments &
Schmeltz Properties
are leasing for next year

-Within walking distance of campus
-Air conditioning
-2 bdrm, furnished or unfurnishe
-Gas heat*, water, sewer furnished for
residents

• (Charlestown Apis-heal nol included)

CALL NOW!!!

4P*

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
3524380

i

t

\

page 10

The BG News

Pregnant?
FraaPragnsne/TaaB.
Conftdanaal and Caring
354-4673 BG Praonano/ Cafflar

PERSONALS
• 1SPHINQ BREAK""DON'T GET
BUANED""SunSplaahll THE RELIABLE
SPRNG BREAK CO. 12 YEARS EXP.
MIOWEST PRICES-FREE Tripa, ParMsDrinks a Foodfll Jamaica. Cancun. Barbados
I US II Daaanaaona - South Padra
Wand/Panama City Baach A Daytona tr: $120
- Can Sun SplashTow* Nowll 1 -800-426-77to
or awtw.aunaplaahloura.coni

Natty Threads
lie N. Main
352-8677
Vintage & consignment doming
Costumes tot rent, esp. 70s
Winter coats 50% off
Sweaters 50% off
Orange tags 50% off

ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI
Welcome mom and dadl I hope you have i
great weekendl Low, Laurie
ALPHA PHI ALPHA PHI

Alpha Phi • Parents Weekend ■ Alpha Phi
dear Mom a Dad I eve you both to much and I
am vary happy you are here tor Parents Weekendll I Wei alert all the chics the magnet Is back
inlownll
LoveSaph
Alpha Phi' Parents Weekend • Alpha Phi

Alpha Phi • Parents Weekend ■ Alpha Phi
Oad.
Thank you for your support and for being the
great dad you arol t love youl
Love, Jen
Alpha Phi - Dads Weekend' Alpha Pm

CAMPUS TANNING
1 month unlimited
$30 352-7880

DEADLINE FOR HOLOOY SCHOLARSHIP
APPLICATIONS is February 13
FREE CASH ORANTSI College. Scholarships. Business. Medical bills Never repay.
Tot Free 1 800-218-8000 Elt. G-2076

Minsgeoient Inc.
1&2bdrm. Close to campus.
710 N. Enterprise (Heinz-Site
Apt*.) Rents start at 375/mo. +

Management Inc.
1&2bdrm. 1082 Felrvlew
Ave. (Hillsdale Apts)unique
floor designs, vaulted
ceilings, washer/dryer hookup in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350/mo + utils.For
more Info call 353-5800.

Management Inc.
Studio Apts. 215 E. Poo
Rd.(Evergreen Apt*.)
Laundry on site. One
person starts at 230/mo
+ Utils are included. For
more Info call 353-5800

Management Inc.
1 bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apta.) Very
spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec.
For more Info call 353-5800

FALL 1998
LEASING
AVAILABLE

Mercer Manor
Apartments

One of BG's
Newest
Complexes
Features
•3 Bedrooms
•2 Full Baths
•Air Conditioning
•Fireplaces
• Microwaves

Management Inc.
For complete list stop by
our office at 1045 N. Main

.

or Call 353-5800

Valentine'e Day Cleealfled Ade
Show your valentine how much you care, put it
In the BG News) Think of something special
and bring it to 204 West Hall. For $90 a line.
wan publish it m our Valentine's page Feb.
13th. Deadline is Feb. 11.
H'sBURSARABLE!
Wanted 100 students. Lose fJ-100 lbs. New
metaboltsm breakthrough. Or recommended,
guaranteed. 130 cost. Free samples
I 800-858-0916
We want lo adopt a baby.
Four years ago we were blessed with the adoption of a beautiful boy. Today we hope to be
|uaf at fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family lor her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business We work et home which
allows us ions of ime to be together. Our eon
Tucker very much wants to be a big brother
and asked if he could adopt the baby too. To
speak to Tom or Deborah call:
I-8M -410-2555

WANTED
Female needed immediately lo share quiet,
privately owned house. Own bedrm 353-7083

*&
HELP WANTED
SlOOO's POM1BLE TYPING Part Tim*. A!
Horn*. To! Frw (1) 600-218-8000 E«. T-2076
tef LWtinQ>.
375 COUNSELORS «r>d INSTRUCTORS
nMdidl Coexi iimiw camp* In Poeon©
Mountain*, PA Lohikan, 1-aOO-4t*-4321,
wwwr.tehHian .com.
EARN
$7S0-$1500/WEEK
Ra-M al ina money your tluoani
group naada by iponioring a
VISA Fundralaar on your campus.
No investment A vary KtrJe Dma
rmdid There ■ no obligation, ao
why not call tor mlormation today
Call 1 800 323 8454 x OS.

GKEF.NBKIAK, INC.

352-0717
224 E. Woosfer
Bowling Green. OH
43402
Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

BGSU men's BAJKCTBAU
YJ.
Belli ST.
Saturday Night
7:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena
Itudcnt/ admitted ftMl with valid BCiU ID

HeJpWented
UmHed Term-Pert Tim* Poellon
E»o*a*nt Waoa*
Larpa financial insniuDon part time position
available hx an undargraduaia itudent working
towards a bachelor's degree in journal
isrtVmarkalngrpublK: relations or appropriately
relaied ftaU. Expan*nc*/courM work in writing, editing, photography and producing print
ed publications strongly recommended. Clip
Ala should Inducts sample wnong. news artv
cles. press releases. brochur*a and any other
related personally produoed matenals. Desk
lop publishing skills preferred.
Working ^ 5-20 houra weekly. lh* student inlern
is responsible lor projects related to marketing
efforts, member and employee corr*spon
dene*, printed items, publications and communicaDons. Th* individual will ensure that all
printed materials are consistent and m**t
overall business Image and goals. Th* student
intern wil also perform administrative support
functions relative to Marketing. Work hours will
be during th* business day and flexible according to the intern's school schedule.
Please forward your resume ASAP lo: Marc!*
Bourdo. Vic* Pr**ld*nt of Human Resource. Sun Federal Credit Union, 162ft Holland, Maumee. OH 43537.

1NFANT.TOOOLER TEACHER
Full Dm* position at Jordan Family Development Center on the BGSU campus. Provide
cave and supervision in one mfani/ioddler
classroom Associate degree m Early Childhood Education or CDA credential, 2 yrs. experience wortung with infants and toddler*, and
supervisory experience required. $7.S0Vhr.
plus excellent benefits. Send resume to WSOS
Community Action ITT. 812 N. College Drive,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402. Equal Opportunity
Emptoyer.
Student Publications is accepting applications
for magazin* advertising sales reps. Gain valuable business to business sales experience.
and earn great money Reps will develop advertising programs for campus departments
and area businesses while also prospecting for
new accounts. Th* position requires 15-20
hours per week and runs from March thru
•June. Candidates must be students and hav*
trmsportaDon. Call Toby at 372-0430 for more
information or stop by 204 West Hall for an application.

'Renting Apia, a Houses
21 IE. Reed
321 E. Merry B-Sbdrme
311-318 E. Many. 2 bdrm. apu
3091/2 E. Marry - rooms.
School yr. leases, all dose lo campus

FOR SALE
11111 Florae's New Hotepot South Beach
•1291 Bare Open Until Saml Great Beachee.
Activiljas. Warmer Weatherl Try Cocoa Beach
Hillon $1701 Daytona H49I spongbraak
travel com 1 800-878-8388
11111 Spring Break Panama City i Slay On The
Beach Near The Beat Bare S140I 8 Free ParDee A Free Cower Chargaa inducted' Hurryl
ipringbreaKtrivel com '-900-g7»-63g6.
11111 Spring Break Bahama* Party Cruieel 6
Deyi (2791 Include! Meals, ParMa » Taxes!
Great Beaches a Nightlife1 Leavee From Soutfi
Florida) •prlnobraaklravel.com
1-900-878-8388
19S5 PonOac Pariaienne
•800OBO
Call Matt 352 6027.
1996 Gavghmer Marlm Ml bikeeicell cond
with up grades. Lock and key inc. $275 obo.
352 9658
Guitar Gear
Fender 2x12 upright stereo speaker cabinet
$250. Logitech RP-6 Guitar E fleets Processor
$175. Ovation 1887 Legend, super shallow
body. CCB. w/ceae $700 Call 372 5285.
Sega Saturn lor sale.
8 games, 3 controllers
$250, call 372-3536
05 Neon 49K, hrway. $8500 4dr. air, AM'FM
caaa. New ores, automatic, dependable and
well mainia/ned. 327-8334, days

Renting Houses & Apartments
Available May 17,1008
211 S. College Apt. A 2 BR. 2 person
422 Clough SI 2 BR. 2 person
720EighthSi 3BR,3person
150 Menville Ave 2 BR. 4 person
i501/2M*nvileAve. 1 BR2person
708 Second St. Apt. A 2 BR. 3 person
723 Sixth Si 3 BR. 3 person
Available Auguet 23,IMS
1401/2 Man vile Ave. 2 BR. 2 person
Apartment listings available in our
office to pickup
John Newlove Real Eetate 354-2260

v^^QQ6QQQ<y

.2 bdrm. house. Available May 1st. 12 mo.
lease $525/mo 801 6th St Call 655 30(14
3 bedroom ml enached 2-car garage. Avail in
August $5 50/mo • utils No pels. Call
35< 8148 b/n noon 8 7pm.
Duplexes/houses lor '08 '99 school year.
EH., 1 8 2 bdrm-1 to 3 lenanis
12 month leases only
Sieve Smith 352-8917 (no calls after 8pm)
Female subleases needed immediately lo
share 2 bdrm apt. furnished, own room,
$250/mo Call 889-3438.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third Si.
Excellent 1 BR A2 BR units
Fully lum., AC, reasonable rents A
Close lo campus. Yrty. or sen.yr. lease
Check us oul be lore you lease.
Call 352-4088
or stop by apt. #10.
HOUM tor rant-room ft board Con tempo* airy 4
bdrm. homo 2.5 baths, jacuzzi. heated inground pool, storage, free location in ft out.
$375 mo. 9 ml. Irom campur 41g-ft78-3777.

IT'S NOT TOO LATE
to And affordable housing
MARTEN RENTALS
704 5th"601 3rd"7107th
352-3445 lor summer, May ft Aug
Male/Female aubieaaer needed immediate^.
$150/mo. one room efficiency, aose to campua.Call Brant Q3S4-212B.

FOR RENT

Summer Camp Jobs
Land/Water sports
Adirondack Mountains/lake Placid
Visit uswww.raquettelake.com
1-800-786 8373

353-0325

Houeee, 1 ft 2 bdrm. lum. apu. lor 08-00
■chool year. Call 352-7454.

r.VJm.1

Sublease 2 bdrm. unrurn. houa* lor grade, lac
ulty. or family. Attached oarage. $5KVmo plus
uni. Available May 686-B501.

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
forever
Cinemark Theatres

127 N. Main, B.G.* 353-1361

II CINEMA 5 JL0,?dland
' |1234 N. Main St. 354-0556
Blues Brothers 2000 (PG-13)
4:15 7:00 9:45

ov<

H«l»

Anne E.
DeChant

"

Titanic

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

Management Inc.
803 4th Street is now leasing
for next year. 1 bdrm close to
campus gas/heat/AC. Starting
at 340/mo.

PI BETA PHI'PI BETA PHI
Congratulations to Krista Kennedy on her
pearling to Kevin.
PI BETA PHI "PI BETA PHI

OPhll-FI|rOPhlB
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
thank the brothers of Phi Gamma Delta for the
exchange dinner. We had a great fjmel
OPhia-FUI-OPhli

utils, 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call tor Info 353-5800,

PI BETA PHI-PI BETA PHI
Congratulations to Kate Fortlage on her pearl
IngtoJaaonl
PI BETA PHI" PI BETA PHI

Friday, February 6, 1998

Lords of the
Highway

Mousehunt (PG)
5:30
Half Baked (R)

PG13

Fri 7:3011:15
Sat Sun 12:00 3:45 7:30

OPENING ACT:

Swagger Kings

19 and Over Every Night

1.1,1 1 1 I I 1 I
J—I Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?
|»Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
•utilities included
'•space available immediately
/no rent payments during school breaks
•semester leases
•close to campus
|eon-site laundry facility

Every Saturday
12 Midnight R
,

7:40 9:35
'Replacement Killers (R)
5:20 7:20 9:25
Good Will Hunting (R)
4:25 7:10 9:55
"Great Expectations (R)
4:40 7:30 10:05
• Sorry No Pa

Box office opens at 4:00pm

BGSU Men's Swimming
VS
Ball State
Saturday 4:00pm
Cooper Pool

Call Newman Housing
|for details on hassle-free living!

354-2191
BASKETBALL

I'll

r

111 I J '.I

Students admitted FREE with valid BGSU ID

VALENTINE'S DAY CLASSIFIED ADS
Show your sweetheart how much you care with
a Valentine's Day classified ad in The BG News!
These special Valentine's Day ads will be
published February 13. Deadline is February 11.
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad
or call 372-6977 for more information.

HEART
ITS BURSARABLE

ADDA GRAPHIC!!

ONLY $1.80

nw more
ms\ra to
t/t choose
f*hr\e\c?a from!
frs\ml
many

90c per line
(appx. 30 spaces per line)
$2.70 minimum charge

r

BG

NEWS

